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Officer—FRONT FACE!—EYES RIGHT!!

Why in th’—thunder don’t you turn your faces to the front?
THE SECRETS OF THE ANZACS

THE UNTOLD STORY OF VENEREAL DISEASE IN THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY, 1914-1919

RADEN DUNBAR

'A full-frontal assault'

Clare Wright
The Case Against The Red Light

The Sex Impulse and Achievement

Keeping fit to fight

In Case of Exposure

If a soldier yields to temptation and "falls for" a whore or a boozing girl, he must take early prophylactic treatment.

He ought to take it as soon as possible—within two or three hours after exposure.

By taking this early treatment he will greatly decrease his chances of getting gonorrhea, syphilis, or chancroid.

If he fails to take it and later develops a venereal disease, he will be court-martialed for disobeying General Order No. 17 of 1917.

If in spite of early treatment venereal disease develops, his pay will be stopped during the time he is off duty.

The Government regards sexual intercourse as unnecessary and diseases contracted thereby as not in the line of duty.

KEEP AWAY FROM THE WHORES
Sanitary Corps officers in Is-sur-Tille, France, February 1919
We've fought in the open-
bubonic plague
yellow fever
tuberculosis

NOW VENEREAL DISEASES
don't smear your record!
You kept fit and defeated the Hun

Now—set a high standard
A
CLEAN
AMERICA

When you go home—
"Carry On"
the army’s fight against
VENereal DISEASES

M.D. MASON LITHO CO.

Medical Science... Clean Living

C. B. Park

STAMP OUT VENereal DISEASES...
This girl may become an invalid for life if she marries a man who has had gonorrhea not entirely cured.

Gonorrhea Causes:
1. Many surgical operations upon woman
2. Much inactivity among innocent wives
3. Many childless marriages